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Eshbach ML, Sethi R, Avula R, Lamb J, Hollingshead DJ,
Finegold DN, Locker JD, Chandran UR, Weisz OA. The transcrip-
tome of the Didelphis virginiana opossum kidney OK proximal tubule
cell line. Am J Physiol Renal Physiol 313: F585–F595, 2017. First
published June 14, 2017; doi:10.1152/ajprenal.00228.2017.—The OK
cell line derived from the kidney of a female opossum Didelphis
virginiana has proven to be a useful model in which to investigate the
unique regulation of ion transport and membrane trafficking mecha-
nisms in the proximal tubule (PT). Sequence data and comparison of
the transcriptome of this cell line to eutherian mammal PTs would
further broaden the utility of this culture model. However, the
genomic sequence for D. virginiana is not available and although a
draft genome sequence for the opossum Monodelphis domestica
(sequenced in 2012 by the Broad Institute) exists, transcripts se-
quenced from both species show significant divergence. The M.
domestica sequence is not highly annotated, and the majority of
transcripts are predicted rather than experimentally validated. Using
deep RNA sequencing of the D. virginiana OK cell line, we charac-
terized its transcriptome via de novo transcriptome assembly and
alignment to the M. domestica genome. The quality of the de novo
assembled transcriptome was assessed by the extent of homology to
sequences in nucleotide and protein databases. Gene expression levels
in the OK cell line, from both the de novo transcriptome and genes
aligned to the M. domestica genome, were compared with publicly
available rat kidney nephron segment expression data. Our studies
demonstrate the expression in OK cells of numerous PT-specific ion
transporters and other key proteins relevant for rodent and human PT
function. Additionally, the sequence and expression data reported here
provide an important resource for genetic manipulation and other
studies on PT cell function using these cells.
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OK CELLS ARE A SPONTANEOUSLY immortalized cell line derived in
1975 from kidney tissue harvested from a female American
opossum Didelphis virginiana (16). While they were originally
prepared for studies on the mechanism of X chromosome
inactivation, further characterization revealed that OK cells
represent an excellent cell culture model in which to investi-
gate proximal tubule (PT) ion transport and membrane traf-

ficking (8, 14, 15, 23). OK cells retain many morphological and
functional characteristics of the PT, including a well-differen-
tiated brush border, formation of an epithelial monolayer
readily permeable to ions and water, expression of the multi-
ligand receptors megalin and cubilin (5, 39), and high apical
endocytic capacity relative to other kidney cell lines (25). In
contrast, many of the available kidney cell lines of human and
mouse origin lack essential features of the PT, thus limiting
their utility as a model system (12, 24, 25). While OK cells
(and other PT cell culture models) also exhibit some features
typically ascribed to other nephron segments [e.g., a cAMP
response to AVP (31, 34) and possible expression of NKCC2
(38)], studies in OK cells have contributed significantly to our
understanding of how PT function is regulated and maintained.
In particular, this cell line has provided valuable insight into
our understanding of transcriptional control of PT cell polar-
ization and differentiation (21), the regulation of PT phosphate
reabsorption (4, 23), and the mechanistic basis of cisplatin and
aminoglycoside nephrotoxicity (3, 32).

Recent advances in methods to alter protein expression
through siRNA and gene editing have expanded the range of
experimental approaches to study PT function. However, ex-
tending such techniques to OK cells is hampered by the poor
characterization of this cell line at the genomic level. Addi-
tionally, generating antibodies against opossum proteins re-
mains challenging due to the lack of sequence information. For
these reasons, we elected to assemble the OK transcriptome.

Marsupials (metatherians) and placental mammals diverged
at least 170 million years ago. The genomic sequence of the
South American opossum species Monodelphis domestica
(MonDom) was reported in 2007 (22, 29). The existing Mon-
Dom genome and transcriptome structure predicts 18,000–
20,000 genes. Of these, nearly all have eutherian orthologs and
only eight predicted reading frames are thought to encode
functional genes without human homologs (22). Since the
MonDom reference genome has not been updated and com-
parison of several mRNAs sequenced from both species
showed 3-11% divergence, we created an OK cell line RNA
Seq de novo transcriptome assembly. Simultaneously, we also
aligned the RNA Seq reads to the M. domesticus genome.
These studies yielded gene expression data that enabled com-
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parisons of OK transcripts with recently reported human and
rat PT transcriptomes (11, 19).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and sample preparation. Opossum kidney cells were
obtained at passage 30 from Moshe Levi (University of Colorado
Health Center). Cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 medium with 10%
FBS (Atlanta Biologicals) and 5 mM GlutaMAX (GIBCO). Then, 4 �
105 cells were plated on 12-mm Transwells with 0.4-�m pore poly-
carbonate membrane inserts (Corning) in a 12-well plate, with 0.5 ml
apical medium and 1.0 ml basolateral medium. Cells were collected
after five days using Accutase (Sigma), and RNA was extracted using
the Ambion PureLink RNA mini kit (ThermoFisher) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. A total of 1 �g of RNA was sent to the
University of Pittsburgh Genomics Core for sequencing and library
preparation. Library preparation was performed using the TruSEQ
Stranded Total RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego,
CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Following removal
of ribosomal RNA, the remaining RNA was fragmented for 8 min,
followed by reverse transcription performed. Double-stranded cDNA
was subjected to 3= adenylation and ligation of sequencing adapters.
Sequencing was carried out on a NextSeq 500 (Illumina) to generate
75-bp paired-end reads. The loading concentration was 1.6 pM.

Data preprocessing. Sequencing generated 212,077,093 pairs of
reads. Among these, 60 million read pairs were randomly selected
using home grown Perl and Shell scripts (6). FASTQC was run on
reads data to examine the quality of reads. Reads were trimmed to
remove the adaptor sequence and low-quality reads. To minimize the
effect of low-quality reads on data analysis, both full and random
samples were trimmed at quality setting 13, with random data further
trimmed at qualities 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35. Cutadapt v.1.8.3
software was used for adapter and quality trimming. The sequences
used for adapter trimming were AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT-
GAACTCCAGTCA (left reads) and AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGT-
GTAGGGAAAGAGTGT (right reads).

De novo transcriptome assembly. De novo transcriptome assembly
was performed on 60 million randomly selected reads trimmed at base
qualities 13, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35, using Trinity v2.1.1 with
strand-specific option (9). The quality of the assembly was assessed
using the following metrics: number of genes and transcripts assem-
bled, length of the assemblies, and percent guanine-cytosine. The
positive control used for assessing the assembly quality was a mouse
paired-end sample (size: 50 million pairs), obtained from a previously
published study (10). The above metrics were calculated using the
Trinity assembly statistics module. The mouse data were also assem-
bled with K3 to K10. The quality of the assemblies was assessed using
the Trinity assembly statistics module, and assemblies at base-quality
filter 30 and coverage K3 and K10 were selected for further analysis.

BLAST alignments. To annotate the assembled transcripts and
further analyze their homology to sequences in transcript and protein
databases, assemblies were aligned to RefSeq and Swiss-Prot using
BLAST v2.2.31 (1). BLASTn (MegaBLAST) was used for nucleotide
alignment and BLASTX for protein. For MegaBLAST, word size 16
was selected. Masking of regions in query sequences were avoided
with selection –dust no in MegaBLAST and –seg no BLASTX. First
best alignment was selected using max_target_seqs 1. BLAST hits to
mammalian sequences and e-value �1e�4 were considered. The
%Transcript coverage and %Transcript shared were calculated for
each alignment and were used for further annotations. One output
consisted of %Transcript shared �80 and the other, %Transcript
covered �40 and %Identity �70. %Transcript shared �80 gave a list
of nearly complete assemblies of database transcripts, whereas
%Transcript covered �40 and %Identity �70 provided a border list
of assemblies, some of which are incomplete assemblies of database
transcripts. Blast statistics were calculated by noting the number of
contigs with hits to mammals, especially to the closely related genome

of M. domestica or to the well-curated genomes of Homo sapiens and
Mus musculus.

Assembly of partial and full-length transcripts. Trinity script ana-
lyze_blastPlus_topHit_coverage.pl was used to calculate the percent
target hit length, which represents the percentage of the database hit that
the assembled contig covers in its alignment. These covered bases can
also be mismatches in the alignment. To take care of any discontinuous
alignments, Trinity script blast_outfmt6_group_segments.pl was
used to combine multiple high-scoring pairs (HSPs). Subsequently,
blast_outfmt6_group_segments.tophit_coverage.pl was used to deter-
mine the full coverage of the database sequence over all these HSPs and
generate histograms. The histograms visualize the overall coverage of the
contigs in the assembly, which is useful in determining which Trinity
assembly produces the highest number of full-length transcripts. In
addition to the percent database transcript coverage calculated using
Trinity, the percent transcript bases/amino acid shared (%Transcript
shared) was also calculated. This removes the mismatched bases from the
calculation to truly represent the %Transcript that each assembled se-
quence contains. A cutoff of 80% was used to filter for high-quality
assemblies.

Mapping to reference M. domestica. In parallel to the de novo
assembly, a trimmed sample of 60 million randomly selected reads
was mapped to the reference genome of M. domestica (MonDom5)
using the spliced alignment tool TopHat v2.1.0 (13). The reference
genome and transcript annotation gtf were downloaded from NCBI
RefSeq. Bowtie2 v2.2.7 (17), and TopHat reference indexes were
created for NCBI RefSeq annotations. TopHat mapping of reads was
calculated on indexes with the settings: –library-type fr-firststrand,
mismatch 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and –read-edit-dist with the same value as
mismatch. Alignment at mismatch setting 6 was selected for down-
stream analysis.

Quantifying transcripts. Trinity de novo assembled transcripts and
alignment Cufflinks v2.2.1 (36) (Cuffmerge) assembled transcripts
were quantified for their expression using RSEM 1.2.21 (20). The
transcript expression for de novo assembled transcripts was calculated
using the Trinity RSEM module align_and_estimate_abundance.pl
with the options –est_method RSEM, aln_method bowtie. The gene
annotations from BLASTX were later included in the assembled
transcript expression output file. Quantification was completed after
filtering the complete Trinity assembly for high-quality contigs
(�80% amino acids shared with top BLASTx alignment) and also on
the canonical set of transcripts, (�70% identity and 40% database
transcript sequence coverage). For Cufflinks (Cuffmerge) assembled
transcripts, reference FASTA sequences were provided to RSEM
along with the 60 million randomly selected trimmed reads used in the
TopHat alignment. Here also aln_method bowtie was used in RSEM.
Fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM) values for de novo
assembly and alignment methods generated by RSEM were compared
with expression data from microdissected rat kidney nephron seg-
ments (19).

Hierarchical clustering analysis. Gene lists to assess whether OK
cells express kidney-specific genes and to assess RNA expression
patterns relative to the individual nephron segments were obtained
from published studies on kidney transcriptomes (11, 19). NCBI Gene
was used to obtain gene name orthologs among H. sapiens, Rattus
norvegicus, and M. domestica. If no known ortholog was found in R.
norvegicus or M. domestica, the gene was excluded from analysis.
FPKM values from de novo assembly and alignment were averaged to
compensate for differences in quantification between the two assem-
blies. Any gene with no expression data in both assembly and
alignment was removed from analysis. The averaged assembly FPKM
was compared with RPKM values from R. norvegicus data (Ref. 19;
https://helixweb.nih.gov/ESBL/Database/NephronRNAseq/index.
html). FPKM and RPKM values were log2-transformed and then
clustered via Euclidean distance using the complete linkage method.
Clustering analysis was completed using TIGR Multiple Experiment
Viewer (MeV) version 4.6 (28). Because MeV does not log2-
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transform samples with a 0 expression value, we set the lower color
gradient limit to 0.0 to avoid confusion with negative log2-
transformed values.

Data set availability. Sequencing files and assembled sequences
from the K3 de novo assembly and alignment to the reference
MonDom genome have been deposited in GEO (GSE94443; https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc�GSE94443).

RESULTS

De novo assembly of the opossum kidney OK cell
transcriptome. RNA was prepared from OK cells cultured on
permeable supports to elicit cell differentiation. Under these
conditions, OK cells form a polarized monolayer with abun-
dant apical microvilli and primary cilia (Fig. 1). To character-
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Fig. 2. Parameters of sequence assembly. A: reads used for de novo assembly were trimmed using different base-quality score filters and the percent reads and
bases remaining with different cutoffs are shown. Trinity was used to construct the transcriptome of Didelphis virginiana using reads trimmed with quality score
30 and a mouse transcriptome as a positive control from Haas et al. (10). Statistics for both assemblies, including the percent guanine-cytosine (%GC) content
(B), the number of genes and transcripts reported by Trinity (C), and the N50 of contigs (D) are plotted.

actin                            acetylated tubulin                            merge

Fig. 1. Opossum kidney OK cells form a differentiated monolayer with microvilli and primary cilia characteristic of the proximal tubule (PT). OK cells cultured
on permeable supports were fixed, processed for fluorescence staining using rhodamine phalloidin and anti-acetylated tubulin antibody to visualize microvilli
(actin) and primary cilia, respectively, and imaged by confocal microscopy. Scale bar � 10 �m.
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ize the OK transcriptome, we used RNA Seq to generate 212
million paired 75-bp reads. Sixty million read pairs were
randomly selected from the data and filtered for adapter and
base quality. The reads were then assembled, using Trinity
v2.1.1 at different kmer coverage settings, followed by differ-
ent base-quality filters (Supplemental Table S1; supplemental
material for this article is available online at the journal
website). A mouse de novo assembly was performed in paral-
lel, and the opossum assembly was assessed in comparison to
the mouse assembly, which is well characterized (10). The
parameters of these Trinity-generated assemblies are shown in
Fig. 2. We used a base-quality filter of 30 since higher levels
reduced the number of reads and bases available for assembly
(Fig. 2A). At this base quality, the guanine-cytosine content
plateaus at kmer coverage 3 (K3) (Fig. 2B); with increasing

kmer coverage, the number of transcripts decreases from
583,397 at K1 to 59,517 at K10 (Fig. 2C), and contig length
increases from N50 of 512 at K1 to 2156 at K10 (Fig. 2D). This
indicates that as kmer coverage increases, contig length in-
creases, the number of genes assembled is in a range expected
for a higher eukaryotic genome, and the overall assembly
resembles the mouse assembly. Both K3 and K10 were se-
lected for subsequent steps in our analysis. For downstream
analysis and gene annotation, we modified published method-
ologies for transcriptome annotations (18) as described in the
schematic in Fig. 3.

Transcript annotation. The contigs produced from K3 and
K10 were aligned by BLASTn to the RefSeq RNA nucleotide
databases. At K3, 52% of the contigs matched RefSeq nucle-
otide sequences, of which 88.5% were mammalian, 84% spe-

 female American opossum kidney tubule (OK) cells
(Didelphys virginiana)

Sampling Reads and Trimming

Raw NextSeq PE Reads
(2 x 108 pairs)

Tissue Extraction and Sequencing
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(60,000,000 pairs)
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Transcriptome Assembly

de novo Trinity assembly
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Alignment to Monodelphis domestica
NCBI Genome (MonDom5)

using Tuxedo Suite

 transcripts with % amino acids shared ≥ 80%

Finalizing and Comparing Assemblies

Trinity module: % database transcript covered
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and E value<1e-4
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1: BLASTn: RefSeq db (Nucleotide-Nucleotide)
2. BLASTx: Swiss-Prot db (Nucleotide-Protein)

Assessing Quality and Annotating Contigs Quantifying 
Gene Expression
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F

1. RSEM
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2. Compare to 
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Fig. 3. Pipeline for transcriptome assembly
and analysis. A: single tissue samples were
sequenced using NextGen sequencing technol-
ogy to generate �200 million read pairs. B: 60
million randomly selected pairs were extracted
and trimmed for adaptors and bases with qual-
ity score �30. C: reads were assembled using 2
methods: Trinity de novo assembly and align-
ment to the Monodelphis domestica NCBI
reference genome (GCF_000002295.2 Mon-
Dom5) using TopHat and Cufflinks in the Tux-
edo Suite. We tested parameters to determine
which provides the most complete de novo
assembly. D: de novo assembled contigs were
aligned to the nucleotide RefSeq RNA database
and to the protein Swiss-Prot database using
BLASTn and BLASTx, respectively. The
BLAST output against these databases was
used to filter contigs that matched to mammals
with an e-value �1e�4 and to annotate contigs
with gene names. Using the Trinity provided
module, we calculated the percent coverage of
the top database match for each contig. E: from
all assembled contigs, we utilized the various
statistics to filter our assemblies, one whose
amino acids matches identically to greater than
or equal to 80% of their top database hit, and a
second less stringent filter of contigs with at
%Identity �70% and percent_hit_length
�40% to include high-quality but partial
transcript assemblies. F: the contigs in the
filtered de novo assembly and the alignment
to MonDom5 were quantified at the isoform
and gene level using RSEM to generate
counts, transcripts per million (TPM), and
fragments per kilobase per million (FPKM).
With the use of FPKM, the expression pat-
terns were compared with published studies
of rat kidney tubule expression.
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cifically from M. domestica (Fig. 4A). At K10, 76% of K10
contigs matched Refseq, of which 91% matched mammalian
sequences, 88% specifically from M. domestica (Fig. 4B). For
the matches to M. domestica, only 1% of the contigs in both

assemblies aligned to validated sequences while the remainder
aligned to predicted sequences. This is not surprising as ma-
jority of the M. domestica sequences are predicted. After we
applied filters of e-value �1e�4 and matches to mammalian

A

B

C

D

Fig. 4. Analysis of BLAST results. Contigs assembled using
Trinity for the Didelphis virginiana at kmer coverage settings
3 and 10 were aligned to the RefSeq RNA database using
BLASTn (A and B) and to the Swiss-Prot database using
BLASTx (C and D). Of the total contigs constructed by Trinity
in each assembly, the number of contigs with a BLAST
alignment to each respective database is shown above each pie
chart. Left: number of contigs from matches with an e-value
�1e�4 (blue-region) or e-value �1e�4 (green-region). Right:
the contigs with e-value �1e�4 (green-region) are further
broken down into their species distribution, specifically high-
lighting matches to M. domestica, Homo sapiens, and Mus
musculus (human and mouse), other mammals, or those that
did not have a top hit to mammals. A and B also denote the
number of matches to the predicted M. domestica genome
since mostly predicted transcripts are present in the RefSeq
RNA database.
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sequences, 100,828 de novo contigs from the K3 and 43,773
from K10 remained as best matches to the RefSeq database.
Next, we wanted to assess the quality of the de novo assem-
blies, i.e., whether the de novo transcripts were simply spurious
transcripts or could, in fact, code for proteins that have some
degree of homology to known proteins.

Since the M. domestica reference genome is poorly anno-
tated, rarely updated, and consists mostly of predicted tran-
scripts, we did not consider the BLASTn alignments to be
sufficient for annotating contigs as protein coding sequences or
assigning gene identifiers. Therefore, we aligned all the contigs
from both the K3 and K10 assemblies using BLASTx to the
Swiss-Prot protein database to evaluate the construction of
partial and full-length protein coding transcripts (Fig. 4, C and
D). Of the contigs with matches to the protein database, 28%
of the K3 assembly had a top match with an e-value �1e�4, of
which 94% matched to mammalian proteins, 69% specifically
to human and mouse proteins. Comparatively, 52% of the K10
assembly had a top match with an e-value �1e�4, of which
95% matched to sequences in mammals, 71% matched to
human and mouse proteins. To explore which assembly pro-
duced a more complete set of both partial and full-length
coding transcripts, we used Trinity to compute the grouped
percent hit coverage of each contig as well as the percentage of
bases or amino acids shared with the database result. Table 1
shows a comparison of the number of de novo contigs used as
query to BLASTx, the number of database sequences aligned
to this query, and the number of database sequences that pass
further filters of percentage identity to the query sequences.
Only those de novo contigs that align to the database with a
high degree of identity (�70%) are likely to represent protein
coding sequences with homology to known protein coding
sequences and known genes. At K3, 180,731 contigs were
queried by BLASTx; 46,741 e-value-filtered de novo contigs
matched to 16,465 protein coding sequences, representing
11,895 genes in the SwissProt database matched the query
sequences after the e-value filter. Comparatively, from the
53,511 contigs in the K10 assembly queried by BLASTx
26,684 e-value-filtered de novo contigs matched to 13,005
different database coding sequences representing 10,529 genes.
After we filtered for contigs that matched over �80% of a
Swiss-Prot sequence, 4,875 Swiss-Prot coding sequences rep-
resenting 4,677 database genes were in the K3 assembly,

slightly higher than the 4,498 Swiss-Prot sequences and 4,336
Swiss-Prot genes that were in the K10 assembly. For both
assemblies, the number of database sequences aligned was
only slightly greater than the number of genes, suggesting low
isoform diversity.

In addition to the coding genes fully or nearly fully con-
structed in our de novo approach, additional genes in our
assembly were represented by lower coverage transcripts or by
multiple transcripts that could not be assembled fully by the de
novo approach. One such example is the LRP2 gene, which
encodes the large (4,655 amino acids in M. domestica) multi-
ligand receptor megalin that plays an essential role in the PT
uptake of filtered ligands. In the K3 assembly, 12 transcripts
aligned to LRP2, of which 6 match with �70% identity and 4
with near full-length grouped percent hit coverage. This sug-
gests that each of the short transcripts for LRP2 is highly
similar to portions of this protein in Swiss Prot and yet does not
assemble a full length transcript due to size and low coverage.
By relaxing selection criteria from 80% match over a Swiss-
Prot sequence to a selection criteria of �70% identity and
�40% grouped percent hit coverage (see MATERIALS AND METH-
ODS for details), we aimed to include all partial and full length
contigs of high accuracy, such as LRP2. With these criteria,
19,812 de novo contigs from the K3 assembly match 9,510
protein sequences representing 8,433 genes, compared with the
13,521 de novo K10 contigs that match 8,220 protein se-
quences and 7,576 database genes. Supplemental Table S2
shows the complete list of genes and their BLASTx statistics.
Of the ~20,000 to 30,000 genes expressed by a typical mam-
malian genome, ~30–60% are believed to be expressed by a
biological sample (26). Thus the approximate 8,000 genes of
both the K3 and K10 assemblies represent a significant fraction
of the expressed genes of OK cells. From this BLASTx
analysis of the de novo assembly, we conclude that even
though the K3 assembly has greater potential for shorter false
transcripts, after being filtered for high accuracy and coverage,
the K3 assembly is more complete, representing 857 more
protein coding genes than the K10. Thus, we used the K3
assembly with a �70% identity and �40% grouped percent hit
coverage filter for our subsequent analysis (highlighted in
Table 1).

Table 1. De novo assembly statistics using different BLASTx alignment cutoffs

Column A; Mammal Filter
and e-Value �1e�4

Column B: �80% of a
Swiss-Prot Sequence Matched

Column C: �40% Swiss-Prot
Sequence Covered and �70% identity

K3 assembly: 180,731 contigs with BLASTx result
De novo contigs constructed 46,741 8,055 19,812*
Swiss-Prot sequences aligned 16,465 4,875 9,510*
Swiss-Prot Genes 11,895 4,677 8,433*

K10 assembly: 53,511 contigs with BLASTx result
De novo contigs constructed 26,684 6,478 13,251
Swiss-Prot sequences aligned 13,005 4,498 8,220
Swiss-Prot Genes 10,529 4,336 7,576

Contigs generated by the Trinity de novo assembly using minimum kmer coverage settings 3 and 10 were aligned using BLASTx to the Swiss-Prot database.
For each assembly the table shows the number of contigs that pass the filter denoted by the column heading, the number of Swiss-Prot sequences aligned by the
contigs, and the number of Swiss-Prot genes matched in the assembly. Column A: filter for BLASTx matches to sequences in mammals with an e-value �1e�4.
Columns B and C: further filtering of the contigs selected by the mammal and e-value filter. Column B: filter for contigs that match identically to �80% of the
full sequence found in Swiss-Prot. Column C: filter for contigs that cover �40% of the Swiss-Prot sequence as determined using a Trinity module and with �70%
identity to the sequence as reported by BLAST. Details of these filters can be found in MATERIALS AND METHODS. *Final assembly chosen for further analysis.
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Alignment of OK cell transcriptome to the M. domestica
reference genome. The same randomly selected trimmed
(adaptor and base quality � 30) reads that were used in the de
novo assembly were also mapped to the NCBI M. domestica

(MonDom5) reference genome using spliced alignment soft-
ware TopHat v2.1.0. Mapping at mismatches 2 (default), 4, 6,
8, and 10 were tested, and the mismatch 6 alignment was found
to have the best balance between sensitivity (%reads mapped)
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Fig. 5. Clustering of the OK cell transcriptome and rat nephron
segment expression values against human PT-specific genes. A
list of genes highly expressed in the human PT, distal tubule, or
collecting duct [see Habuka et al. (11)] was used to compare the
average FPKM value of the OK de novo assembly and align-
ment (lane marked “OK cell”) to RPKM values of different rat
nephron segments from Lee et al. (18). S1, S1 PT; S2, S2 PT;
S3, S3 PT; SDL, short descending limb; LDLOM, long de-
scending limb, outer medulla; LDLIM, long descending limb,
inner medulla; tAL, thin ascending limb; mTAL, medullary
thick ascending limb; cTAL, cortical thick ascending limb;
DCT, distal convoluted tubule; CNT, connecting tubule; CCD,
cortical collecting duct; OMCD, outer medullary collecting
duct; IMCD, inner medullary collecting duct. The comparison
is shown as a clustered heat map with both sample and gene
clustering. The specific nephron section with high expression in
humans is color coded on the right of the heat map (PT �
green, distal tubule (DT) � yellow, and collecting duct (CD) �
blue).
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and specificity (reads mapped in exon regions). At this mis-
match setting, 44.2% of left reads and 45% of right reads
mapped, and of these, 88.8% of left reads and 88.4% of right
reads mapped uniquely. Thus, although more than half of the
data were removed by this process, the majority of the reads
mapped unambiguously.

Comparison of OK cell de novo transcriptome and the
alignment to the M. domestica genome. As described above,
the K3 de novo assembly resulted in 19,811 contigs represent-
ing 8,432 genes after employing the 70/40 filter. In contrast,
the alignment to the MonDom5 reference genome resulted in
38,185 identifiers, 14,952 of which were specifically annotated
with a gene name. In addition, 7,678 genes are shared between
the K3 assembly and the MonDom5 alignment while 754 are
found only in the de novo assembly and 7,274 are found only
in the alignment. Due to incomplete annotation of the Mon-
Dom5 genome, many identifiers without specific gene names,
for example, the LOC IDs, may have gene homologs in other
species, making it likely that there is even more shared gene
coverage between the de novo assembly and the alignment. To
compare gene expression measurements in the two approaches,
expression was quantified by RSEM resulting in expression
counts, transcripts per million (TPM), or FPKM. A side-by-
side comparison of the genes in the de novo assembly and
alignment and their expression values are provided in Supple-
mental Table S2. The expression values of identifiers without
specific gene names from the alignment are provided in Sup-
plemental Table S3. With the use of TPM, the genes that were
detected by both de novo and the alignment to the reference
show concordance in expression with a Pearson correlation
r � 0.81. We hypothesize that genes found only by alignment
are either filtered out of the de novo assembly due to poor
matches to Swiss-Prot protein sequences, have low expression,
or are long and difficult to assemble transcripts. Although we
did not perform extensive evaluations of gene expression from
the two methods, we noted that 5,247 out of 7,274 genes
detected only by alignment have TPM values �1 suggesting
that majority of these are expressed at low levels and may have
been difficult to assemble using the de novo approach. Simi-
larly, a subset of these gene identifiers overlap with contigs that
did not meet our de novo assembly filtering criteria suggesting
that they are not good matches to proteins in the Swiss-Prot
databases. These may be transcripts potentially unique to D.
virginiana kidney cells or could point to annotation errors or
gaps in the MonDom5. For example, genes such as KRT8,
PTMA, and Shfm1 are found only in the de novo assembly
while annotations for these are not found in the reference
genome.

Comparison of OK cell transcriptome with data from human
and rodent kidney studies. To compare gene expression levels
with the expression of known PT proteins identified in previ-
ously published studies, we utilized the RSEM-generated
FPKM gene expression values for both the de novo assembled
genes and from alignment to the MonDom5 (see above). These
FPKM values from de novo assembly and alignment were
averaged to compensate for differences in found transcripts
between the two assemblies. The data for microdissected rat
kidney nephron segments were published in a recent study by
Lee et al. (19). Of the 17,145 genes in the rat kidney tubule
data set, 7,087 are found in our de novo assembly and 11,712
in the alignment to the Monodelphis reference genome. Be-
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Fig. 6. Clustering of the OK cell transcriptome against top transporter and ion channel
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Fig. 5 legend for corresponding abbreviations). The comparison is shown as a clustered
heat map with both sample and gene clustering.
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cause of the difference in gene names between species, the
number of genes matching to the rat data set is likely to be an
underestimate.

We first compared our expression data with that published
by Lee et al. (19) via clustering analysis, using a list of genes
that distinguish the human PT, distal tubule, and collecting
duct (11). Whereas all of these transcripts were highly ex-
pressed in their respective human nephron segment, there was
sizable variation in their expression levels in both the OK cell
line and in rat segments. Approximately one-third of the
human PT-specific genes were expressed at low levels or not
detected in OK cells and/or rat PT segments (S1, S2, and S3).
Additionally, there were differences in expression specificity
of some of the human distal tubule and collecting duct-specific
genes. For example, two genes expressed differentially in the
human kidney had different correlations with the rat kidney.
HPN, predominantly expressed in human collecting duct, was
expressed in all rat nephron segments, while the GLTPD2,
highly expressed in human distal tubule, was not well ex-
pressed in any of the rat segments (Fig. 5). Furthermore, gene
clustering analysis of the OK and rat nephron gene expression
data did not completely segregate the human collecting duct,
distal tubule, and PT-specific genes (Fig. 5). Regardless, the
majority of transcripts in the human gene list are differentially
expressed in rat nephron segments, validating the use of this
list to assess nephron segment origin of the OK cell line. With
the use of this list, our analysis revealed that gene expression
in the OK cell line clustered more closely to the PT (S1, S2,
and S3) than to the other rat nephron segments (Fig. 5).

Because OK cells are frequently used as a model system to
study ion transport in the PT, we next compared our gene
expression data with those of the most highly expressed trans-
porter and ion channel genes reported for rat S1, S2, and S3 PT
segments (19). Here, our assembly clustered more closely to

segments S1 and S2 than to S3 (Fig. 6). The few genes where
the OK cell line more closely mimicked S3 expression patterns
are demarcated by the green line in Fig. 6. There were also
some differences in relative expression of genes between the
OK cell line and the rat PT S1 and S2 segments. One cluster
contained genes highly expressed in the rat PT that were
minimally expressed in OK cells (Fig. 6, blue line). Included in
this cluster is SLC27a2, one of three fatty acid transporters
from the SLC27 family specifically expressed in rat kidney.
The other two genes in this family, SLC27a1 and SLC27a4,
share the same substrates as SLC27a2 and all three protein
sequences are highly conserved (2). Interestingly, SLC27a1
and SLC27a4 are highly expressed in the OK cell line, but not
in the rat PT, suggesting a species difference in kidney expres-
sion of this gene family. Several members of the SLC16 family
were also found in the cluster of differentially expressed genes.
SLC16a2 is an active thyroid hormone transporter with a
primary responsibility for cellular uptake of thyroxine, triiodo-
thyronine, reverse triiodothyronine, and diiodothyronine (7).
The functional significance of the low expression of SLC16a2,
as well as SLC16a11 and SLC16a12, is difficult to assess, since
the function and preferred substrates of the transporters in this
family are not well characterized. Of note, OK cells respond to
thyroid hormone similar to rat kidney (30, 37). Thus minimal
expression of SLC16a2 may be sufficient for hormone entry, or
another transporter could contribute to uptake in OK cells.

The lack of available antibodies against opossum proteins
coupled with limited available genomic information has com-
plicated the identification of proteins believed to be important
for essential PT function in OK cells. We curated a partial list
of such genes and examined their expression and abundance
relative to data from rat nephron segments (Fig. 7). Our list
included enzymes dipeptidylpeptidase 4 (Dpp4), aminopepti-
dase N (Anpep), 5=-nucleotidase (Nt5e), and OCRL1 (Ocrl1);
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Fig. 7. OK cell transcriptome assembly is most closely related
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nephron segments (see Fig. 5 legend for corresponding abbre-
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PT function. The comparison is shown as a clustered heat map
with both sample and gene clustering.
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transcription factors Hnf1� (Hnf1a) (35) and ZONAB (Ybx3)
(21); transporters and channels CLC-5 (Clcn5), sodium/phos-
phate cotransporter NaPiIIa (Slc34a1), aquaporin 1 (Aqp1),
and aquaporin 11 (Aqp11) (33); receptors megalin (Lrp2),
cubilin (Cubn), and FcRN (Fcgrt); and endocytic and cellular
trafficking proteins (Rab4a, Rab5a, Rab11a, and Rab38); (Ref.
27). While expression of many of these proteins in OK cells
has not previously been confirmed, we found transcripts for all
of the above proteins in our data set. For these proteins, the OK
cell line assembly clustered closest to the S3 PT segment when
compared against the data generated in rat (19).

DISCUSSION

We generated the OK cell line transcriptome using both de
novo assembly and alignment to the M. domestica genome
from RNA Seq reads and showed that both approaches suc-
cessfully assemble a transcriptome whose protein coding gene
expression pattern is most similar to the rat PT. While both
assemblies are successful in capturing the PT phenotype, each
has distinctive features and future studies with additional
samples and experimental conditions may allow a more com-
plete characterization of the OK transcriptome. The detailed
transcriptome of OK cells from D. virginiana is likely different
from the M. domestica transcriptome of comparable cells, and
a combination approach of de novo assembly and alignment to
the M. domestica has provided two resources for studies of this
valuable cell line. Future OK studies with additional samples
and experimental conditions will enable a more complete
characterization of its transcriptome including identification of
novel introns, exons, UTRs, long noncoding RNAs, and novel
transcripts.

Comparison of the average RNA expression values obtained
from these analyses confirmed that OK cells are more closely
related to kidney cells in the PT than in other nephron seg-
ments. However, we could not determine whether OK cells
more closely resemble PT segment S1, S2, or S3. In part, this
is because transcript expression data among these three seg-
ments is quite similar (18). While there are sure to be species-
specific expression differences between M. domestica and R.
norvegicus, it is also worth noting that there will be evident
differences between a cell line and microdissected tissue. As
the OK cell line has been immortalized and undergone contin-
uous passage since removal from the opossum donor, the cells
have likely undergone changes in expression patterns. For
example, the reduced expression of SLC16a2 in these cells
could therefore reflect either a distinctive phenotype of Mono-
delphis PT or changes from establishment and culturing of the
cell line. Nevertheless, our transcriptome and clustering anal-
ysis strongly validates the use of the OK cell line as a cell
culture model of the PT.

Additional clustering analysis demonstrated that proteins
previously implicated in a wide variety of PT functions using
other model systems are also expressed in OK cells. While
cultured cell lines in general never fully recapitulate protein
expression patterns or functions of cells in vivo, our data
suggest that OK cells represent a reasonable surrogate for
studies of PT ion transport, hormonal regulation, and mem-
brane trafficking. The current greatest limitation in utilizing
OK cells for PT research is the lack of sequence information.
By further elucidating OK cell transcript sequences and ex-

pression values, our work provides a valuable resource for
investigators interested in genetic manipulation studies, includ-
ing siRNA and CRISPR. Furthermore, by providing differ-
ences in transcript sequences from M. domestica and other
mammals, we can better identify cross-reacting antibodies and
other reagents that recognize proteins in the OK cell line.
Additionally, our quantitative gene expression data provide a
useful baseline for assessing the effects of physiologic stimuli
on transcription profiles in the PT in the OK cell line.
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